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Miraflores 

"Peruvian Soujourn"

This intimate restaurant serves a spellbinding array of Peruvian dishes.

Chef Camino Carlo curates a brilliant South American menu that is

inspired by his own roots, and presents beautifully plated dishes to his

well-heeled guests. A set menu that revolves around seasonal ingredients

is available, and comes with champagne, wine or coffee. The setting at

Miraflores is romantic and sophisticated, perfect for a romantic date night,

or simply for anyone who wishes to embark upon a dreamy Latin journey

just for the night.

 +33 4 7824 4971  www.restaurant-

miraflores.com/

 contact@restaurant-

miraflores.com

 112 - 114 Boulevard des

Belges, Lyon
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Le Pain de Sucre 

"Brazilian Grills"

For a taste of honest-to-goodness Brazilian cuisine, head to Le Pain de

Sucre, where grilled meats are the specialty. Highlights of the menu

include the Picanha or the Sirloin of Beef, a fish specialty from Northeast

Brazil and the meat-filled feijoada carioca that consists of assorted pork,

sausage and dried beef meats. This can be paired with the tantalizing

Capirinha, a famed Brazilian cocktail. Else, wine lovers may take

advantage of their fabulous wine list which features both Old and New

World wines.

 +33 4 7274 1709  www.lepaindesucre.fr/  restaurant@lepaindesucre.

fr

 82 Rue Masséna, Lyon
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Milonga 

"Fantastic Argentinian Meats"

Located near Moliere Vauban, Milonga serves a stunning array of steaks

and parilla-grilled meats in a warm atmosphere. Start off with a tantalizing

platter of assorted empanadas that come with fish, beef and chicken

varieties, served with a generous dollop of cheese and Latin sauces. For

the main course, the succulent steak choices are a must. Order the

assorted grilled meats for a more comprehensive tasting experience. The

wine list is equally impressive and perfectly complements the meat dishes.

 +33 4 7275 2218  www.restaurantmilonga.fr

/

 restaurantemilongalyon@g

mail.com

 59 rue Ney, Lyon
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